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‘It is natural for everyone to speak their language’. Lingua
receptiva in the Polish-Czech borderland – a sociolinguistic
approach
Piotr Nieporowski a, Magdalena Steciąg a and Lukáš Zábranský b

aUniwersytet Zielonogórski, Zielona Góra, Poland; bUniverzita Hradec Králové, Hradec Králové, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT
The following article attempts to characterise the current changes in the
communication of people living in the area of Polish-Czech borderland
based on the results of the study conducted in 2018 and 2019. The aim
is to determine the dominant mode of supranational communication, as
well as the reason behind its prevalence by analysing the language skills
of the interviewed Poles and Czechs, along with their language
preferences and selected personal experiences. The multilingual modes
known as English as a lingua franca and lingua receptiva as well as their
combination, constitute a platform of reference. The analysis proves that
in more peripheral areas of the globalised world where different
languages and cultures cross, postmonolingual practices have been
developed. They maintain the leading position of the first language but
they also adapt other multilingual modes. It is suggested that these
practices should not be treated as a transitional phase on the way to
rich multilingualism but rather as a specific glocalisation effect.
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Introduction: lingua franca and lingua receptiva as supranational communication
modes

Lingua franca, in the narrow sense, is the name of a simplified contact language developed spon-
taneously in order to bridge language barriers among merchants in ports of the Mediterranean
Sea in the Middle Ages. The economic processes of internationalisation enabled it to survive until
the late nineteenth century (Brosch 2015, 72). However, the recent evolution of the concept,
today relating to English (English as a lingua franca – abbr. ELF), goes far beyond the reductive
notion of a restricted language used simply for the transactional exchange of information. It also
encompasses a multilingual mode of communication which refers to transient, diversified, and com-
plex social, cultural, and linguistic configurations (Jenkins 2009; Mauranen 2005). ELF, defined as
‘any use of English among speakers of different first languages for whom English is the communi-
cative medium of choice, and often the only option’ (Seidlhofer 2011, 7), seems to be a vibrant
phenomenon which is part of linguistic repertoires utilised daily by a large number of plurilingual
individuals in Europe (Hülmbauer, Bohringer, and Seidlhofer 2009).

However, in the Middle Ages, an alternative mode of communication between people speaking
different languages developed. It did not receive too much attention, though. Its cradle was the Baltic
Sea region in which from the mid-twelfth century the Hanseatic League prospered. Merchants who
were the members of the League used related languages (on one hand there were Scandinavian ones
– Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, on the other hand – Lower and Upper Saxon) to communicate
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successfully in direct contacts. Following Braunmüller’s (2007, 25–47) characteristics, receptive mul-
tilingualism was a mode of communication used primarily in verbal communication in informal
situations where mutual willingness to understand each other was important and the emphasis
was put on the effectiveness of information exchange, without the necessity to learn any foreign
language. Therefore, grammatical rules and language standards were not as important as pragmatic,
situational, and contextual factors.

The Hanseatic League activity in the area of the Baltic Sea is considered not only the one but the
very well-recognised platform of multilingual receptive communication. The key condition of its
effectiveness was not – as it may seem – the typological proximity of languages or dialects used
but rather the lack of their standardisation and generally known rules in respect of the written
form. What gradually restricted its application were the enlightened ideals of the language and link-
ing the concept of the nation with the language community, supported by the dissemination of writ-
ing and printing (Braunmüller 2013).

The twentieth-century ethnolinguistic nationalism in Europe perpetuated monolingualism as a
natural condition. It gave priority to the homogeneity of languages; the boundaries between them
were regarded as obvious and they were based on the lack of possibility of mutual understanding.
Certain forms were considered ‘linguistic’ and accepted only if they existed in a written version
and their usage was governed by the standards of correctness. As concluded by Braunmüller
(2013, 286), it proves that the prevailing beliefs or language policy to a large extent control the possi-
bility to communicate in an ethnolinguistically-diversified environment and – what is especially
important in the context of receptive communication – understanding related languages. Such a
relationship can also be seen at present, for instance, among Serbian and Croatian or Czech and Slo-
vak multilingual communities where the decline of receptive communication is closely related to pol-
itical decisions.

On the other hand, perceiving linguistic diversity on the continent as a civilisational wealth of
Europe and growing resistance to use ELF as the only means of communication at the supranational
level have led to seeking more open forms of multilingual communication. Interest in receptive mul-
tilingualism in Europe increased after the European Commission presented a report which took into
account new insight into the European multilingualism (European Commission 2008) and rec-
ommended research in the area of interlingual communication, identification of communication
strategies and receptive competence that would enable intercomprehension when interlocutors
speak different languages without mutually knowing them. All these factors led to the creation
and dissemination of the concept referred to as lingua receptiva (abbr. LaRa). The term, often
used interchangeably with receptive multilingualism, was coined by analogy to the widespread con-
cept of lingua franca and defined as ‘the ensemble of those linguistic, mental, interactional as well as
intercultural competences which are creatively activated when listeners are receiving linguistic
actions in their ‘passive’ language or variety’ (Rehbein, ten Thije, and Verschik 2011, 249). LaRa
works at the same level of relations as ELF. Both modes involve similar communication goals –
achieving understanding in multicultural settings where participants use linguistic resources and
communication strategies that enhance mutual understanding despite different ethnolinguistic
resources. The assumptions, however, are different in both cases: whereas ELF requires general
knowledge of common linguistic resources as a starting point leading to differences in understanding
and using different linguistic forms, LaRa adopts a diversified set of linguistic resources and a result-
ing effort is aimed at recognising common forms and meanings to achieve understanding (Hülm-
bauer 2014, 274).

The paper aims to examine the level of dissemination and effectiveness of LaRa as a communi-
cation mode in the Polish-Czech border area. Language contacts between Poles and Czechs have
had a long history. For over a thousand years these neighbouring languages have been intertwined
to a larger or smaller extent. In times of pre-Slavic communities, the forefathers of Czechs and Poles
spoke one language; when the beginnings of separate states became visible in the fifteenth century,
the differences between these two languages amounted to dialect variations. The adoption of
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Christianity was connected with the oldest phase of Czech influence on Polish culture and language
in the tenth century. The next stage of the Czech impact covered Polish literature in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries (Orłoś 1993, 8–27). From the sixteenth century onward, when Czech or Pol-
ish national identity emerged under the influence of Renaissance, through the rise and fall of both
Czech and Polish country independence, the differences accumulated, especially in terms of pronun-
ciation, inflection, and lexical resources. Yet, there were brief moments in history when the languages
came closer again. It was the outcome of renewed contacts and numerous interactions (cf. the Czech
national revival in the first half of the nineteenth century).

Currently, it is estimated that spoken Polish differs from spoken Czech by 70% (Nekvapil, Sloboda,
andWagner 2009, 88) and the degree of mutual intelligibility of a closely related neighbour’s language
ranges from 27% for Polish people to 35% for Czech people (Gooskens et al. 2017, 16). The sense of
Slavic linguistic community is more and more elusive as the situation of both languages depends on
more general economic and political globalisation processes, migrations, technological revolution, etc.
These factors enable one to participate in a supranational communication community which is grow-
ing rapidly. The sociological research indicates that the contemporary borderland between Poland and
theCzech Republic is a place that is becomingmore andmoremulticultural. At the same time, shaping
intercultural attitudes in this area is still a challenge (Szajda 2014). The paper attempts to verify this
thesis at the communication level by examining linguistic skills and observing preferred modes of
communication among the inhabitants residing in the border area. In order to capture its specific char-
acter, the notion of postmonolingual condition understood as a sphere of tension between the persist-
ent paradigm of monolingualism and the pressure of multilingual practices (Yildiz 2012, 12) is
discussed in the context of global versus local language practices in the area under investigation.

The sociolinguistic analysis is a result of data collection carried out in two stages. During the first
stage, in August 2018, two synchronised teams of Polish and Czech interviewers conducted a survey
consisting of 23 open-ended, semi-open-ended, and closed questions, as well as semantic differen-
tials among 400 respondents (200 on each side of the border). The subjects of the study were cate-
gorised into the (1) cultural industry, (2) service and tourist industry, (3) officials and the third sector
(NGOs) employees involved in implementing cross-border cooperation projects, as well as (4) resi-
dents from two major administrative centres (Wałbrzych and Hradec Králové) and six smaller towns
located next to the border (Duszniki-Zdrój, Kudowa-Zdrój and Polanica-Zdrój in Poland and Adr-
špach, Dvůr Králové nad Labem and Náchod in the Czech Republic). The choice of the area was
determined by (1) similar distance of the studied cities to the border, (2) similar size and character.
These aspects were supposed to limit the impact of undesirable factors, potentially disturbing the
results of the conducted analysis (Nieporowski, Steciąg, and Zábranský 2019, 59–75). Figure 1.

In March 2019, the Polish-Czech research team commenced the second stage of the study which
involved conducting individual in-depth interviews (IDI) with the inhabitants of the Polish-Czech
borderland. The interviews took place in the same area where the first stage was carried out earlier.
They aimed to enrich and expand the information already gathered. Additionally, it was to obtain the
material on the subject of the preferred forms of Polish-Czech linguistic interactions, their charac-
teristics, frequency, and other related practices. The research team conducted 10 interviews with
respondents from Poland and the Czech Republic. The interview questionnaire was created follow-
ing recommendations proposed by the Sociologists’ Code of Ethics, enacted on March 25, 2012, by
the General Assembly of Delegates of the Polish Sociological Association (Polskie Towarzystwo
Socjologiczne).

Research results: Lingua receptiva in the Polish-Czech borderland

Respondents

In the studied sample, women outbalanced men among Poles (70%) and Czechs (73%). Due to par-
tially random selection, the age distribution varied slightly. Among Poles, more people aged 45–54
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and 55–64 were included in the sample than in the case of Czechs. In the latter group, we analysed
more people aged 18–24 and 25–34. The percentage of minors and people aged 35–44 and 65 or
more from Poland and the Czech Republic was relatively equal. Figure 2.

Similarities in the sample are also apparent when analysing the level of education among respon-
dents from Poland and the Czech Republic. In both cases, people with secondary (approximately
47%) and higher (approximately 48%) education constituted the most numerous groups. Such dis-
tribution allowed us to assume that apart from age differences— which was taken into consideration
— nothing else could significantly affect the final result of conducted comparative analysis.

Model of linguistic communication in the respondents’ family homes

At the beginning, it is worth emphasising that the level of monolingualism between the borderland
residents and other residents is similar. The last census in Poland shows that Polish is ‘home
language’ for 98% of Poles (Główny Urząd Statystyczny 2015, 78); similarly in the Czech Republic –
96% of Czechs speak Czech as their first language (Český statistický úřad 2014, tab. 153). When
asked what language is or was spoken in the family homes of the respondents, almost everyone
(approximately 97–98%) — both on Polish and Czech side of the border — perceived Polish or
Czech as their mother tongue. The distribution of answers to the question about the language present
in the current place of residence provided a similar result. The vast majority of respondents from the
borderland communicate in everyday situations only in their native language. Only two respondents
from Poland declared that they spoke Czech in their current place of residence. This allowed us to
exclude a significant potential interfering factor. When asked about English, respondents rarely

Figure 1. Map of the research area. Source: ©2020 Google,GeoBasis-DE/BKG (©2009)
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labelled it as a language of choice at home. Only five respondents from Poland and three respondents
from the Czech Republic gave that answer. Seven Poles and Czechs declared that they used other
languages than Czech, Polish, or English.

Learning foreign languages

The section above proved the dominance of the first language. This section examines foreign
languages learnt by the respondents. Data shows that at school or in college they most often learned
so-called congress languages: English (60% of respondents from Poland and 74% from the Czech
Republic), German (57% Poles and 66% Czechs), and Russian (61.5% Poles and 57% Czechs). A
small percentage of respondents indicated the neighbour’s language. In regard to Poles, it was
seven indications (3.5%) while in the case of Czechs – 13 (6.5%). The difference can be seen in
relation to learning Slovak because one respondent from Poland and 20 (10%) from the Czech
Republic learned it at school. 16.5% of Poles and 28% of Czechs learned or studied other languages
than the ones mentioned. The data suggest that there is a slight difference in favour of the Czechs as
far as learning foreign languages at school or in college is concerned. Figure 3.

The dominance of English as the most often studied language became even more evident when we
took into account the participation of respondents in additional language courses. About 39% of
respondents of both nationalities admitted learning English that way. 12% of Poles and 16% of
Czechs learned or learn German similarly. A small number of respondents stated that they learned
Russian at additional courses (2–3,5%). Neighbour language courses were not popular either as 9% of
Czechs declared participation in such a course, while in the case of Poles it was only 3% of the
answers. A similar distribution was observed in the declarations of self-studying foreign languages.
It showed that Czechs were slightly more eager to learn foreign languages (86% to 77,5% in total)
than Poles. English was a dominant self-studied language among 29,5% of respondents from the
Czech Republic, and 39,5% of respondents from Poland.

Figure 2. Age distribution of surveyed Poles and Czechs. Source: Own study.
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Respondents’ assessment of their foreign language proficiency

To receive the answers that reflected language proficiency most accurately, the respondents were
asked to assess their communication skills in a foreign language on a scale of 1–5 with reference
to the following answers:

(1) I cannot have a conversation in this language.
(2) I can participate in a simple conversation if my partner speaks slowly and repeats certain words

(A1–A2).
(3) I can participate in conversations on everyday topics using simple expressions (B1).
(4) I can participate in discussions on many topics, expressing my opinion and defending my point

of view (B2).
(5) I speak this language easily, regardless of the subject or circumstances (C1–C2). Figure 4.

As can be seen, the vast majority of surveyed Poles (62,8%) declared their lack of communication
skills in Czech. There was a significant difference between the declarations of the questioned Poles
and Czechs. The Czechs most often (40,5%) indicated that they were able to participate in simple
conversations with Poles as long as they spoke slowly and repeated certain words. We also observed
a relevant discrepancy in the middle of the scale where the phrase ‘I can participate in conversations
on everyday topics using simple expressions’ was preferred by 15,9% of Czechs compared to 5,5% of
Poles. We can then assume that it is easier for an average Czech to talk to Poles than for an average
Pole to communicate with Czechs.

These results were confirmed by in-depth interviews. Most of our interviewees from Poland
assessed their level of knowledge of Czech as rather low, although to the extent enabling communi-
cation with their Czech neighbours (the original transcription in Polish or Czech is presented in
footnotes):

Figure 3. Learning foreign languages. Source: Own study.
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‘And on what level? Well, communicative’ (woman, 40 years old)1, ‘Poor, by all means, I can’t say that I speak
Czech, in fact, I know a few keywords that are useful to me here, say, in this Tourist Information but apart from
it, no’ (man, 24 years old)2, ‘Some single words yes, but for them to become full, correct statements, no’
(woman, 59 years old)3, ‘Two (on a scale of 1-5) (…) [Does it make the communication possible] Yes, enough’
(woman, 38 years old).4

One fundamental difference pointed out was between understanding the conversation partners and
being able to verbalise replies. It confirmed the receptive nature of Polish-Czech communication:

‘I can understand Czechs, but I don’t have the ability to speak this language’ (woman, 59 years old)5, ‘Average
perhaps. Maybe some… I understand more than speak, but well, we get along’ (man, 21 years old)6, ‘I think
that my knowledge of the Czech language is at a very basic level (…) As long as I am passively able to under-
stand a lot, by reading, for example, my spoken Czech is very poor (…) I am able to understand it enough -
travelling for example along the Czech Republic is not an issue for me, neither is buying a train ticket or
just saying that I want to buy a reduced one. I can do everything at this basic level’ (woman, 32 years old).7

On the other hand, the interviewed Czechs assessed their level of Polish much better:

‘Yes, I understand Polish much better than English (…) I think I have no problems with it’ (man, 75 years old)8,
‘I would say it’s satisfactory, I can read every Polish text, maybe I have some gaps during a conversation, but this
is not a problem for me, we communicate with Poles, I simply can understand them’ (man, 77 years old).9

In this case, the understanding was a keyword. With reference to the answers given by our respon-
dents, we could also note that Czechs, generally, were able to understand Poles to a much higher
degree than Poles could understand Czechs:

‘(…) we just understand, agree with each other. I don’t know how to categorise it, but probably also some med-
ium level’ (man, 51 years old)10, ‘(…) I think I run short of some details, but in general, I understand it’ (man, 32
years old)11, ‘Well, so Polish, very poorly, I certainly don’t speak it, but I understand it quite well. But to assess a
level, I have no idea (…) I dare not say that I have never studied Polish, I actually lived for a year, almost a year
with a Pole, so maybe I understand more, I think I listened’ (woman, 25 years old)12, ‘When I compare with
English, it’s better, not only passive knowledge, I think I understand 80% of it, what I hear, or when I commu-
nicate with someone in Polish when it comes to expressing myself in Polish, I believe that I am able to do it in
about one-third (…) what I would like to say in Polish, say really in Polish, really basic phrases, rather in an area
of my interest’ (man, 62 years old).13

Comparing the question about language skills in the neighbour’s language with the desire to improve
them in the future provides interesting results. One of the multiple-choice questions we asked

Figure 4. Assessment of own communication skills in Polish (Czech) and Czech (Poles) on a scale of 1–5. Source: Own study.
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concerned the desire to learn a given foreign language over the period of the next five years. Among
the Poles who replied that they were unable to establish or maintain a conversation in Czech, 92%
did not plan to improve their knowledge of Czech in the nearest future. This dependency also applied
to the respondents from the Czech Republic because 89% of the surveyed Czechs, who rated their
communication skills in Polish the lowest, also did not plan to learn this language in the future.
As it turns out, little knowledge of the neighbour’s language is sufficient enough to communicate
in the borderland. In-depth interviews confirmed this statement. The respondents underlined that
such factors as the openness to engage in a dialogue, mutual willingness to reach an understanding,
or simply the proximity of the border and experience in interlingual contacts enabled them to com-
municate effectively despite the low language skills of the neighbour’s language.

Let us now look closer at the issue of communication in English. According to our respondents,
English is the most often studied language by Poles and Czechs in the borderland. Figure 5.

29,6% of Poles and 19,1% of Czechs declared that they were not able to establish nor maintain a
conversation in English. A similar distribution was observed on the next point of the scale, as 23,6%
of Poles and 17,6% of Czechs declared a low level of knowledge. The distribution of answers in the
middle of the scale (average skills) was even – less than 23% for both studied groups. At the other end
of the scale, Czech respondents dominated: 26,1% (the most numerous group) declared a skill cor-
responding to the B2 level (compared to 18,6% of Poles), and 14,1% the ability to communicate in
English without difficulty regardless of topics or circumstances. However, only 4,5% of the inter-
viewed Poles gave us that answer. Therefore, we can see that the Czechs rated their communication
skills in the lingua franca better than the Poles. On the other hand, those who could not speak Eng-
lish did not exclude learning it in the next five years (55,9% of respondents in this group indicated
such an answer). In comparison, less than half of the interviewed Czechs (47,4%) who could not
speak English declared their willingness to learn it.

It is worth noting that among the interviewed, Poles were— generally speaking—more willing to
learn any language in the future. 25,5% of Czechs declared that they did not want to learn any
language, compared to 14,5% of Poles. Focusing specifically on their preferences, we observed certain
similarities between subjects among those two nationalities. Out of all surveyed Poles, 45,5% would
like to learn English, 15% German, 12% Czech, 6% Russian, 2% Slovak, and 31,5% other languages.
While analysing the indications of the Czech respondents, we found out that 36,5% would like to
learn English, 15% German, 14,5% Polish, 6,5% Russian, 2% Slovak, and 31,7% other languages

Figure 5. Assessment of own communication skills in English on a scale of 1–5. Source: Own study.
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than above. The only significant difference occurred in the matter of learning English. Both Czechs
and Poles chose this language most frequently, however, the Poles declared their eagerness to learn
English more often than the Czechs.

Selecting the mode of Polish-Czech communication

In order to examine the linguistic preferences of our respondents, we asked about the frequency of
contacts with neighbours from Poland or the Czech Republic by specifying 10 different situations in
which they might have found themselves while staying in the neighbour’s country. These were: (1)
speaking with Czech/Polish colleagues at work, (2) business contacts (with Czech/Polish clients or
business partners), (3) contacts with Czech/Polish officials or representatives of institutions, (4)
shopping, (5) ordering meals in bars, restaurants, etc., (6) visiting hotels, hostels, etc., (7) conversa-
tions with Czech/Polish colleagues at school or in college, (8) conversations with Czech/Polish family
members, (9) conversations with neighbours and — last — (10) a spontaneous conversation with a
stranger. The highest percentage of answers, allowing to conduct reliable statistical analysis, was
obtained by asking about shopping in Czech or Polish stores, eating meals in Czech or Polish
bars or restaurants, and about having spontaneous conversations with a stranger.

The distribution of responses among Poles and Czechs was relatively similar. There were no stat-
istically significant differences in the frequency of shopping visits. Both nationalities travel abroad for
this purpose once a year or less often (nearly 40% of indications among Poles and Czechs). Almost
30% of Poles and 30% of Czechs shop several times a year, and about 15% at least once a month.
10,7% of Poles and 4,6% of Czechs go shopping behind the border at least once a week. Poles
declared that they did shopping more regularly in the Czech Republic than Czechs in Poland.

The examination of the consumption of meals in bars or restaurants provided similar results.
37,9% of Czechs eat in Poland once a year or less, 24,6% several times a year, while less than 10%
eat meals on the Polish side of the border once a month and more often (1,5% at least once a
week). To compare, Poles visit Czech bars or restaurants more frequently because about 10% of
respondents do it at least once a week or every day. Only 9,7% of the interviewed Poles declared
that they had never visited the Czech eateries.

As far as a spontaneous conversation with a stranger is concerned, one can notice slightly different
statistics because Czechs indicated finding themselves in such situations every day or almost every
day, or at least once a week. On the other hand, Poles declared that they had an opportunity to
talk to a stranger in the Czech Republic once a year or less often.

Presenting this data is justified because the next question concerned the language the respondents
used in a given situation. The choice of the languages presented above was dictated by the frequency
of the answers given by the respondents from both countries.

When asked about how they communicated in each of these scenarios, the respondents received
the following answers to choose from:

(1) I and my conversation partner both speak Polish.
(2) I and my conversation partner both speak Czech.
(3) Everyone speaks their own language.
(4) I and my conversation partner both speak English.
(5) We try to communicate in English as well as Polish or Czech.
(6) It has never happened. Figure 6.

Let us take a look at the first of them, i.e. shopping in stores in Poland or the Czech Republic. At
first glance, we can see the clear advantage of lingua receptiva, i.e. a communication mode based lar-
gely on the receptive skills of the surveyed Czechs and Poles who were able to achieve mutual under-
standing using their mother tongues. The dominance of this communication mode in the
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respondents’ declarations showed that both Czechs and Poles were able to communicate with a
foreign saleswoman or a salesman without using any foreign language.

These results are particularly interesting when we focus on the second most frequently chosen
way of communication. We can see that both Poles and Czechs use the combination of lingua recep-
tiva and lingua franca relatively often. Selected by about a quarter of respondents, both on the Polish
and Czech side of the border, the option of seeking understanding in both English and native
languages shows that the border between LaRa and ELF is not rigid. Our respondents, striving to
achieve the goal of successfully interacting with a foreigner, seem to attempt to reach a mutual under-
standing at all costs. However, in case of the analysed Czechs and Poles, lingua franca is not the first
choice. Rather, it is an emergency option used when LaRa fails for some reason.

Looking also at the case of communication between both sides in Polish or both sides in Czech, in
addition to analysing the linguistic competences of our respondents, we receive another confir-
mation of the hypothesis that Czechs are more likely to understand Poles’ native speech than
Poles’ Czech.

The second of the studied scenarios — a conversation in a diner or a bar — provided similar
results. Again, the most frequently chosen option was lingua receptiva. The slight difference between
Poles and Czechs, in this case, can be explained by the fact that Czechs less often use the services of
Polish culinary destinations. Thus, the distribution is almost identical to the one presented in the
shopping scenarios. Figure 7.

Lingua receptiva was again the most preferred mode of communication in relation to the spon-
taneous conversation with a stranger. The difference between Poles and Czechs is not statistically
significant, however, this is another case when communication through ‘everyone speaks their
mother tongue’ mode seems to be the most effective option. However, a slightly smaller percentage
of respondents declared that they communicated in English and Polish or Czech. Communication in
the neighbour’s native language again prevailed in the Czechs’ declarations. The Czech speakers also
indicated the insufficiency of English as the only option to communicate.

All of the scenarios showed similar results. Hence, it can be stated that the respondents residing in
the borderland find LaRa the most effective mode when communicating with their neighbours. Lin-
gua franca seems to be an additional, emergency option that respondents resort to when the LaRa
mode fails.

We need to remain aware, however, of the subtlety of the first two scenarios. Interactions in
stores, bars, or hotels are often characterised by a relatively high degree of predictability and limited
requirements when it comes to the level of lexical mastery. A speaker might in these circumstances
utilise either non-verbal methods of communication to achieve the goal (e.g. pointing to the item on

Figure 6. Selection of communication mode of Poles and Czechs while shopping in stores abroad. Source: Own study.
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the menu) or read aloud the name of the product and still consider this particular situation as using
the neighbour’s language. That is one of the reasons why it was justified to deepen the study by ask-
ing our respondents directly about the effectiveness of LaRa and the usefulness of ELF in communi-
cation in the Polish-Czech borderland. The question we asked our respondents was: ‘Do you think
that Poles and the Czech are able to communicate while speaking their native languages?’. Figure 8.

The interviewed had no major doubts. Both Poles and Czechs expressed the belief that the Polish-
Czech method of receptive communication was indeed an effective option. The percentage of
responses reaching 90–95% showed that, regardless of age, education, or socio-occupational status,
our respondents agreed that they were able to reach understanding via speaking their native
languages. Similarly, the people in-depth interviews were conducted with, almost unanimously
assessed the communication model referred to here as LaRa as the most effective one. The sentences
below indicate that the communication mode called ‘everyone speaks their mother tongue’ was the

Figure 7. Selection of communication mode of Poles and Czechs during a spontaneous conversation with a stranger. Source: Own
study.

Figure 8. Are Poles and Czechs able to communicate while speaking their native languages?. Source: Own study.
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most popular and most frequently brought the intended effect; the respondents also repeatedly
defined this way of communication as ‘natural’, as well as ‘normal’, ‘spontaneous’, ‘intuitive’:

‘Usually, when they come, well you know, they say ‘good morning’ in Czech and ask if they can speak Czech.
And then we answer that there’s no problem. (…) sometimes a Czech will attempt to speak Polish. But this is a
rare, rare exception. They mainly speak Czech and especially when it comes to such ages, say 50 plus, when it
comes to the youth, they rather try English’ (woman, 30 years old)14, ‘Conversations, even business ones, take
place in such a Czech-Polish mixture (…) if someone does not understand something, the second one will
suggest (…) this Czech is always here and the same here at the border this Polish is here since always’
(woman, 40 years old)15, ‘Poles speak Polish, Czechs speak Czech, but they get along’ (man, 21 years old)16,
‘We speak Polish, Czechs understand, they speak Czech, we understand too, but we also use various Czech
words, there is no problem in this respect. (…) It’s all so natural, it’s not like we make arrangements. It’s
like…we are just supposed to understand what they are saying, that’s it’ (man, 58 years old)17, ‘They speak
Czech, we speak Polish and somehow there is no problem even if we talk with our partners about specific mat-
ters, so if we don’t understand something, then we try to ask and… finally we know what’s going on. It’s natu-
ral for everyone to speak their own language (…) in this regular contact there is no problem communicating in
our own languages’ (man, 62 years old)18, ‘From my experience it’s like this: when it comes to Tourist Infor-
mation first of all, well, each of us, like me from Poland, someone from the Czech Republic, are speaking our
own languages. Especially the Czechs, when they come to the Tourist Information Centre, they don’t try to
speak another language, but instead start speaking Czech as if it is normal for them that someone speaks
Czech’ (man, 24 years old)19, ‘Most often me and my husband, as I mentioned earlier, communicate in
Czech (…) here closer to the Czech, Polish border, is easier for us to understand each other in the Czech Repub-
lic, e.g. here in some stores the Czechs are also able to understand Polish, and deeper, well even in Czech it is
more difficult to communicate (…) we intuitively speak Czech’ (woman, 40 years old)20, ‘It’s more spon-
taneous, especially here e.g. when I see tourists, if we have Czechs, often Czech children they are at the work-
shops, so at the moment I try, first of all, to use Polish in a more simple form. However, facial expressions and
gestures also play a role here, which is how we get along (woman, 32 years old)21, ‘In half-Czech, half-Polish,
yes. I understand a lot, and perhaps I can understand Czech more than speak it (…) when they come, they
rarely use Polish. Yes, they speak their own way and expect us to understand them, that’s how it looks’
(woman, 38 years old).22

Nevertheless, let us look at the respondents’ opinions on the usefulness of English in Polish-Czech
contacts. Figure 9.

As we can see, the role of English in Polish-Czech language contacts in the borderland should not
be underestimated. Both Czechs (77,9% of affirmative answers) and Poles (62% of affirmative
answers) considered ELF to be helpful in communication. However, one can notice a fairly signifi-
cant difference between the declarations of the respondents on both sides of the border because
Czechs more often rated English as more helpful than Poles. We can assume that the reason for
this is the previously indicated better knowledge of English among the surveyed Czechs.

Such a stance is confirmed by our conversations with Czech respondents who, more often than
Poles, mentioned the usefulness of English as a mode which supported receptive communication in
Polish-Czech language contacts in the borderland:

‘So I try to use Czech-Polish, I try to engage Poles, but I don’t have that kind of vocabulary, so I try to sup-
plement with relevant words in Czech, when I learn that this is not possible or when there is a need to com-
municate something more complex, then I switch to English, but I say first of all I’ll try somehow man, both
nations Slavic, so I try to speak Czech-Polish’ (man, 32 years old).23

However, opinions about English being the first choice also appeared relatively often, especially in
professional contacts:

‘(…) for us English has always been the basic language because it was the easiest option for us, then we tried
various experiments (…) when we could not explain something in English or when we did not know the word,
we tried to find it in our language and usually, we found it in Polish or Czech. But 99% of our communication
was all in English because it is easier for us’ (woman, 25 years old)24, ‘Usually they resort to English when words
are added and there are no users who can really express whatever they want, we communicate in Czech and
them in Polish and we understand each other but because he is Polish, if he starts in English, I have a chance
to know only when he has no words and some vocabulary’ (woman, 32 years old).25
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By confronting the opinions about the usefulness of English in Polish-Czech interactions with the
age of our respondents, we found out that as regards Poles, this opinion was more popular
among people under 34. Older people were also in favour of this statement but the difference
between respondents’ indications was not as noticeable (about 10% difference in favour of ‘yes’,
as opposed to the difference of 55–60% in favour of ‘yes’ for respondents up to 34 years old). In
the case of the Czechs, however, no significant correlations with this variable were registered.
Regardless of respondents’ age, the preponderance of opinions about the usefulness of English in
communication with Poles was equally noticeable. There was also no relationship between the
language skills of the surveyed.

At this point, however, one should look again at the results of the English proficiency declarations
(in addition to a willingness to learn it) and consider how a potential increase of it would contribute
to the results of this analysis. Certainly, receptive communication would not become redundant
(given the almost unanimous belief of the usefulness of LaRa), however, respondents could likely
feel more confident in the ELF mode or make less effort to understand their neighbours and,
thus, could less willingly communicate using the LaRa mode.

Conclusion: dominance of national languages in the communication between
Polish and Czech in the borderland

Closing remarks should begin with a statement that the respondents do not diverge in terms of the
level of monolingualism from their nations. The vast majority of Poles and Czechs from the border-
land grew up in a monolingual family and speak only their native languages in everyday situations.
At school and in postgraduate education, however, English dominates other foreign languages on
both sides of the border. The borderland residents neither learn the neighbour’s language nor declare
such desire or need. When it comes to lingua franca, almost half of the Czech respondents and over
half of the Polish ones would like to improve their English, which means that they notice the increas-
ing significance of ELF in transnational communication.

Our research confirms that the communication between Polish and Czech is asymmetrical which
is a typical feature of lingua receptiva in different language constellations (Gooskens et al. 2017). The
interviewed Czechs assess their knowledge of the neighbour’s language slightly better than Poles

Figure 9. Do you think that English is helpful in Polish-Czech contacts?. Source: Own study.
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which provides us with the premises to conclude that the Czechs generally understand Poles much
better than Poles understand Czechs. Although revealing the origins of the asymmetry goes beyond
the objectives of the conducted research, in-depth interviews shed new light on the specificity of the
Polish-Czech communication and the sources of its asymmetry. The analysis of selected factors that
impact the efficacy of LaRa shows that respondents from Poland are more characterised by pro-
ductive monolingualism while their communication partners from the Czech Republic more by pas-
sive bilingualism (Nieporowski, Steciąg, Zábranský, in print). However, both nationalities recognise
the importance of the neighbour’s language in everyday contacts.

The residents living on both sides of the border very often visit their neighbours to do the
shopping and eat out. Thus, they have an opportunity to have a spontaneous conversation
with a stranger from the neighbouring country. If it happens, both Poles and Czechs tend to
communicate with each other in their native languages. The dominance of lingua receptiva is
also confirmed by the high percentage of people who explicitly attest to the effectiveness of
this mode of communication.

Respondents describe LaRa as ‘natural’ and ‘normal’. It indicates numerous and far-reaching
experiences in receptive communication and a high degree of its dissemination in the borderland.
Nevertheless, English, according to Poles and Czechs, plays an important role in the interactions
between them. English as a lingua franca can be considered supplementary to lingua receptiva, or
an emergency option to achieve mutual understanding. Therefore, these two modes should not be
seen as alternatives as they may occur separately or together with other multilingual modes. The
co-occurrence of LaRa and ELF in the Polish and Czech borderland communication does not
seem to be a likely scenario anymore but rather a language reality that requires further examination.
The study may suggest that although monolingualism and standardisation are still influential and
strong in today’s Europe so is the link between speakers’ identity and their mother tongues, the deter-
ritorialization of language practices on a supranational level weakens the connections between the
speakers and their state and nation.

The analysis of the communication modes preferred by the Polish-Czech borderland residents
proves that in peripheral areas where different languages and cultures cross, postmonolingual prac-
tices have been developed. They maintain the leading position of the first language but they also
adapt other modes of communication: lingua franca and lingua receptiva. By contrast, in so-called
transit areas, it is global English that dominates, whereas in the postmodern metropolis creative mul-
tilingual practices are observed (Pennycook and Otsuji 2015). It seems, however, that postmonolin-
gual practices should not be treated as a transitional stage to multi- or metrolingualism but rather as
a specific glocalisation effect. To support this finding, it would be necessary to supplement the pre-
sented case study with more complex and broader research.

Notes

1. ‘A w jakim stopniu? No, komunikatywnym’
2. ‘Słabo, jak najbardziej, nie mogę powiedzieć, że mówię po czesku, tak na dobrą sprawę, znam parę słów kluc-

zowych, które mi się przydadzą tutaj, powiedzmy w tej Informacji Turystycznej, a tak to to nie’
3. ‘Jakieś drobne słówka tak, ale żeby były to pełne wypowiedzi, poprawne językowo, to nie’
4. ‘Dwa (w skali 1-5) (…) [Czy umożliwia to komunikację] Tak, wystarczająco’
5. ‘Jestem w stanie zrozumieć Czechów, ale nie posiadam umiejętności mówienia w tym języku’
6. ‘Taki średni. Tam może coś… Bardziej rozumiem, niż mówię, ale no, idzie się dogadać’
7. ‘Myślę, że znajomość moja tutaj osobista języka czeskiego jest na poziomie bardzo podstawowym (…) O ile

biernie jestem w stanie wiele zrozumieć, na przykład czytając, o tyle mówienie jest u mnie na bardzo słabym
poziomie (…) jestem na tyle właśnie w stanie go zrozumieć, że podróżowanie na przykład po Czechach nie
sprawia mi trudności, czy kupienie biletu na pociąg czy właśnie powiedzenie tego, że chcę mieć bilet ulgowy.
To jestem w stanie wszystko właśnie na tym takim podstawowym poziomie zrobić’

8. ‘Tak polštině rozumím mnohem líp než angličtině (…) to si myslím, že s tím nemám vlastně problemy’
9. ‘To bych řekl, že je uspokojivá, já můžu číst polskej text kterýkoliv, možná v konverzaci mám nějaké díry, ale

jinak mi to nedělá žádný problém, domluvit se s Poláky, rozumím jim proste’
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10. ‘ … ale prostě si rozumíme, domluvíme se, takže… nevím úplně, jak kategorizačně to zařadit, ale tak nějaká
střední úroveň asi taky’

11. ‘(…) asi bych řekl, že mi chybi některé detaily, ale v zásadě to asi dokážu chápat’
12. ‘No, tak polština, to bude hodně chabé, mluvit určitě ne, ale docela slušně rozumím, ale ohodnotit nějakou úro-

veň, to si to si vůbec (…) netroufnu říct, nikdy jsem polštinu nestudovala, bydlela jsem vlastně rok, skoro celej
rok s Polákem, takže jakoby jenom to porozumění větší, si myslím, že jsem to naposlouchala’

13. ‘To když bych srovnal s tou angličtinou, tak je lepší, nejenom ta pasivní znalost, myslím, že rozumím 80% toho,
co slyším, nebo když komunikuji s někým tím polskim jazykem, pokud jde o vlastní vyjadřování se v polštině,
tak věřím, že jsem schopen tak asi třetinu (…) toho, co bych rád řekl v polštině, říct opravdu polsky, także
opravdu základní fráze, spíš v tý oblasti, která mě zajímá’

14. ‘Oni zazwyczaj jak przychodzą, no to wiadomo, mówią ‘dzień dobry’ po czesku i pytają się czy mogą mówić
po czesku. I my wtedy odpowiadamy że tak, że nie ma problemu. (…) czasem się zdarzy Czech próbujący
po polsku mówić. Ale to jest rzadki, rzadki wyjątek. Głównie w języku czeskim mówią i zwłaszcza, jeśli
chodzi o takie roczniki powiedzmy 50 lat plus, jeśli chodzi o młodzież, to starają się raczej w języku
angielskim’

15. ‘Rozmowy, nawet takie służbowe, przebiegają w takiej mieszance czesko-polskiej (…) jak czegoś ktoś nie rozu-
mie, to drugi podpowie (…) ten czeski jest od zawsze tutaj i tak samo tutaj przy granicy jest ten polski od
zawsze’

16. ‘Polacy mówią po polsku, Czesi po czesku, ale się dogadują’
17. ‘My mówimy w języku polskim, Czesi rozumieją, oni mówią do nas po czesku, my tak samo rozumiemy, ale

również używamy różnych czeskich słów, nie ma pod tym względem żadnego problemu. (…) To jest wszystko
takie naturalne, to nie ma tam, że się umawiamy. Jest tak, ze raczej…mamy po prostu rozumieć to, co oni
mówią i koniec’

18. ‘Oni mówią po czesku, my po polsku i jakoś nie ma problemu nawet jeżeli rozmawiamy z tymi naszymi part-
nerami o konkretnych sprawach, no to jeżeli czegoś nie rozumiemy, to próbujemy dopytać i… na końcu wiemy
o co chodzi. To jest naturalne, że każdy mówi w swoim języku (…) w tym normalnym kontakcie nie ma pro-
blemu z porozumiewaniem się w swoich językach’

19. ‘Z moich doświadczeń to tak: jeżeli chodzi o Informację Turystyczną przede wszystkim, no, każdy z nas, czyli ja
z Polski, ktoś z Czech, mówił w swoim języku. Szczególnie Czesi, gdy przychodzą do Informacji Turystycznej,
nie próbują mówić w innym języku, tylko zaczynają mówić po czesku, jakby to jest dla nich normalne, że ktoś
mówi po czesku’

20. ‘Najczęściej no my staramy się z mężem, tak jak wcześniej wspomniałam, porozumiewać w języku czeskim (…)
tutaj bliżej tej granicy czeskiej, polskiej łatwiej nam jest w Czechach dogadać, np. tutaj w niektórych sklepach no
to Czesi też po polsku są w stanie zrozumieć, a już głębiej, no to nawet w języku czeskim trudniej jest się komu-
nikować (…) my intuicyjnie mówimy w języku czeskim’

21. ‘To jest bardziej spontaniczne, tutaj zwłaszcza np. jak po turystach widzę, jeśli mamy Czechów, często właśnie
dzieci pochodzenia czeskiego są na warsztatach, no to w tym momencie ja się staram, po pierwsze, używać
języka polskiego bardziej w prostej formie. Dużo też tutaj odgrywa jednak mimika, gestykulacja, czyli w ten
sposób się dogadujemy’

22. ‘W pół-czeskim, w pół-polskim, tak. Dużo rozumiem, a mniej może mówię w języku czeskim (…) oni jak przy-
chodzą, rzadko używają języka polskiego. Tak, mówią po swojemu i każą siebie jakby zrozumieć, w ten sposób
to wygląda’

23. ‘Tak snažím se takovou tou česko-polštinou, snažím se do toho zapojovat tu polštinu, ale tu slovní zásobu
nemám tak velkou, takže to se snažím doplňovat nějakými vhodnými adekvátními slovy v češtině, když už zjis-
tíme, že to nejde, nebo když je potřeba sdělit něco složitějšího, tak už se pak uchyluji spíš k té angličtině, ale
říkám, primárně se snažím prostě nějak, člověk přece jenom oba slovanské národy, tak se snažím mluvit tou
česko-polštinou’

24. ‘pro nás byl vždycky primární jazyk angličtina, protože prostě to pro nás bylo nejjednodušší, potom jsme zkou-
šeli různě experimentovat (…) když jsme si v angličtině něco neuměli vysvětlit nebo když jsme neznali slovíčko,
tak jsme to zkusili najít v našem jazyce a většinou jsme to našli v polštině nebo v češtině. Ale 99% naší komu-
nikace všechno bylo v angličtině, protože je to pro nás jednodušší’

25. ‘Oni se většinou k té angličtině uchylují sami a když už dojdou slova a nejsou takoví uživatelé, aby opravdu byli
schopni vyjádřit všechno, co chtějí, tak potom češtinou komunikuju já a oni polsky a rozumíme si. Ale to, že je
Polák, pokud začne anglicky, mám šanci zjistit jenom ve chvíli, když se dostane do úzkých a dojde mu nějaká
slovní zásoba’
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